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Goal of Screening

 Detect asymptomatic breast cancers in order to reduce 

mortality from breast cancer

 Prior to clinical presentation

 Prior to palpable mass

 Prior to metastatic spread

 Distant metastases

 Lymph node metastases



Overview of screening

 Results of screening trials

 Does size predict survival?

 Does reducing size improve survival?





Meta-analysis of breast cancer mortality after 

13 years of follow-up in breast cancer 

screening trials





All cause mortality, by assignment to mammography or 

control arms (all participants)



NBSS Study

 142 excess cancers in screening arm

 170 women non-palpable cancer found in screening arm still alive

 How many lives were saved?

50 ? 20 ? 0 ?  

Screened Unscreened

Women 44,925 44,910

Cancers 666 524

Deaths 180 171



 Why is no reduction in mortality observed?

 Study design

 Overdiagnosis

 Palpability

 Biology



Why are mortality rates declining?

 Prevention

 Screening

 Improved survival



Age-standardized incidence rates of localized, 

regional and distant breast cancers in US White: 

SEER 9, 1975-2011, age ≥ 50 years

• Increase of 107 for localized cancers

• Decrease of 13 for regional/distant cancers

SUGGESTS OVERDIAGNOSIS

SUGGESTS SCREENING INEFFECTIVE 



Why are mortality rates declining?

 Prevention

 Screening

 Improved survival



Premise: Size predicts survival

 Basis for breast cancer screening

 Screen for size of cancers

 Not for nodal status, grade

 Reducing size at diagnosis will improve survival 



Questions

 Does size predict survival 

 for all ages?

 for node positive breast cancer?

 for triple negative cancers? 

 for BRCA1 associated cancers?

 for non-palpable cancers?

 for palpable cancers?

 Is tumour palpability an adverse prognostic factor independent of size?





Fifteen year survival after breast 

cancer diagnosis, by mean 

tumour size



The decrease in mortality associated with decrease in 

size is greater for node negative than node positive 

cancers



Difference in 15 year survival 

associated with node positivity, by 

mean tumour size



 The goal of screening is to identify cancers when they 

are small and node-negative

 The benefit of screening is largely from identifying 

women when the cancers are relatively large and 

node-positive



Is tumour palpability a prognostic 

factor independent of size?

Good outcome may not be related to tumour size 

but to tumour palpability



Survival after breast cancer by 

mammographic-detected versus palpable



Relative Risk (RR) of death of breast 

cancer in 10 years after first surgery.  

Women aged >=50 at diagnosis.

Variables 
Univariate 

RR(95%CI)P
Multivariate
RR(95%CI)P

Size (cm)
0 - 1

1- 2
2 - 5

1

1.92 (1.21-3.05) 0.005
4.57 (2.96-7.05)<0.0001

1

1.61 (1.00-2.60) 0.05
3.57 (2.24-5.69)<0.0001

Detected by Mammogram alone
No
Yes

1
0.37 (0.25-0.55) <0.0001

1
0.58 (0.38-0.88) 0.01



Tumour size and survival, by 

palpability
Figure 7: Tumor size and survival, by palpability 

Not palpable, R2 = 0.08  

Palpable, R2 = 0.96 
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Predictions

 Screening trials that show a benefit have done so by 
reducing the size of palpable cancers

 Not reported in Swedish trials

 Screening will work best when the average cancer in 
controls is large and node-positive

 Evidence in favor of population screening is inadequate



Why do women like screening?

 Consider three women

 Negative mammogram

 “I am grateful I don’t have cancer!”

 Positive Mamogram, negative biopsy

 “I am relieved I don’t have cancer”

 Positive Mamogram, positive biopsy

 “Thank God I caught it early!”



26

NEJM, current issue



Conclusions

 Reduction in cancer size does not lead to a reduction in mortality  

 Metastatic potential declines as size of tumour increases

 Improvement in survival for a fixed reduction in size greater for node 

positive tumours than node-negative tumours

 Tumour palpability is an adverse prognostic factor, independent of size

 Overdiagnosis accounts for much of the impression of benefit

 Screening does not reduce mortality from breast cancer

 Women like it anyways
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